INTRODUCTION
When a new system is developed, an evaluation of the system reliability should be carried out in order to determine whether the system is acceptable for an actual spot. Reliability of systems in a nuclear power plant is also analyzed to compare with regulatory criteria designed to ensure the availability of high-quality qualifications. There are several reliability analysis methods: the fault tree and event tree method, reliability graphs, reliability block diagrams, Markov chains, and Monte Carlo simulations. Each method has its own unique features and those features should be considered when determining the most suitable method.
As digital systems are introduced to nuclear power plants, issues related with reliability analyses of these digital systems are being generated. The conventional static modeling methods, such as the event tree and fault tree methods, present significant shortcomings when used in the reliability modeling of digital instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in nuclear power plants, as they cannot properly account for dynamic interactions between the digital systems and components [1] .
To overcome the limitations of the conventional static modeling methods, dynamic modeling methods should be adopted for the reliability analyses of digital systems in nuclear power plants. A dynamic fault tree method based on the introduction of additional dynamic gates to a static fault tree was proposed [2] and has been widely used. However, since it is not a perfect method, other modeling methods for dynamic systems have been proposed based on improvements to existing conventional methods, such as Bayesian networks, Petri nets, reliability block diagrams, and Monte Carlo Simulation. Nevertheless it has been concluded that no single available methodology satisfies all the requirements [1] .
In this paper, several dynamic modeling methods are reviewed and a new modeling method that has intuitive modeling power is introduced.
STUDIES ON SOME DYNAMIC SYSTEM MODELING METHODOLOGIES
Given the limitations of conventional static modeling methods when applied to dynamic systems, several studies on dynamic modeling methods have been conducted. Most research has involved existing modeling methods in order to integrate easily with static methods, which have already been widely implemented in the system modeling field. Conventional fault tree, Bayesian network, Petri-net, reliability block diagram, and Monte Carlo simulation methods have been upgraded making it possible to analyze the dynamic interactions between components of dynamic systems. In this chapter we review those approaches in both qualitative and quantitative terms.
Conventional static reliability analysis methods are inadequate for modeling dynamic interactions between components of a system. Various techniques such as dynamic fault tree, dynamic Bayesian networks, and dynamic reliability block diagrams have been proposed for modeling dynamic systems based on improvement of the conventional modeling methods. In this paper, we review these methods briefly and introduce dynamic nodes to the existing reliability graph with general gates (RGGG) as an intuitive modeling method to model dynamic systems. For a quantitative analysis, we use a discrete-time method to convert an RGGG to an equivalent Bayesian network and develop a software tool for generation of probability tables.
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Dynamic Fault Tree
A dynamic fault tree (DFT) modeling technique was developed to handle the difficulties that arise in the reliability analysis of fault-tolerant computer systems when critical applications are complicated by several factors [2] . A software tool, Galileo, for DFT modeling and analysis was also developed. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of Galileo [3] .
Four dynamic gates were newly adopted in the conventional fault tree method. Each dynamic gate can express each dynamic failure process that is related to the failure sequence of the component parts. Figure 2 shows the four dynamic gates: a functional-dependency (FDEP) gate, a spare gate (a cold spare (CSP) gate, a hot spare (HSP) gate, and a warm spare (WSP) gate), a priority AND gate (PAND), and a sequence-enforcing (SEQ) gate.
Dynamic Gates 2.1.1.1 Functional-Dependency Gate
The FDEP gate has one trigger input and dependent basic events. Whenever a trigger event occurs with this type of gate, all the dependent events are forced to occur.
Spare Gate
The spare gate has one primary input and a number of spare inputs. With this gate, the output occurs whenever the primary input and all the spare inputs occur. There are three kinds of spare gates. A CSP gate is used if spare input events never occur in the standby mode. A HSP gate is used if the spare input events have the same probability of occurrence in the standby status as in the active status. A WSP gate with a dormancy factor ( ) is used in all other cases.
Priority AND Gate
The PAND gate has two inputs. The output of this gate occurs if and only if all input events occur in a particular order. The order of occurrence that causes the output occurrence is from left to right.
Sequence-Enforcing Gate
The SEQ gate forces input events to occur in a particular order, namely from left to right, and the output occurs when all the input events occur. Although the input events of a PAND gate can occur in any order, the input of an SEQ gate cannot occur before the occurrence of an input on the left side.
Quantitative Analysis of DFT
DFTs are solved by conversion to equivalent Markov models [2] . Figure 3 shows Markov chains for the dynamic gates of the DFT [4] .
It should be noted that the conversion to a Markov chain generally induces a state space explosion problem as the number of basic events increases [5] . If the number of basic events is n and each event has two conditions, then the total number of states in the Markov chain is 2 n .
The modular approach was proposed to minimize the state space explosion problem [6] . First, a DFT is divided into s-independent sub-trees (modules). If a sub-tree contains a dynamic gate, then it is solved by conversion to a Markov chain and if there is no dynamic gate, then it is solved using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDD); the method to solve static fault trees using BDD can be found in [7, 8] , and their solutions are integrated for the calculation of the entire DFT. While the size of the Markov chain can be reduced by this modular approach, modularization techniques are not applied to the solution of a dynamic sub-tree whose top-level gate is a dynamic gate, because it does not provide an exact solution [9] .
A Monte Carlo simulation also can be used to [10] evaluate DFTs without conversion to a Markov chain [9] , but generally much computational time is required to obtain results with a desired level of accuracy.
In an attempt to address the limitations of solutions using the Markov model, a solution method using conversion to equivalent Bayesian networks was recently proposed [10] [11] . Figure 4 shows an example of the conversion of a DFT to a Bayesian network [10] .
The converted Bayesian network can be solved by the discrete-time based method [10] or continuous-time based method [11] . If we use the discrete-time based method, a standard Bayesian network inference algorithm can be employed. However accuracy is unavoidably deficient due to the assumption of discrete-time. The continuoustime based method, meanwhile, provides a closed-form solution for the system reliability, but the exact expression of all the marginal probability distributions must be given and a series of symbolic integrations should be analytically solvable.
The Bayesian network methods noted above transform the DFT to Bayesian network as similar shape. In contrast with those methods, an approach was proposed to convert to a dynamic Bayesian network that has sets of nodes classified by a time axis [12] . In this method, the discrete time assumption is employed and RADYBAN, a tool that allows the user to draw a DFT, automatically converts the DFT into the corresponding dynamic Bayesian network, and asks for reliability measures by means of dynamic Bayesian network inference algorithms.
Dynamic Modeling Based on a Petri-Net
A Petri-net model is graphically represented by a directed bipartite graph in which the two types of nodes (places and transitions) are drawn as circles, and either bars or boxes, respectively. It can model state transitions using tokens and firing rules. In this section, we review dynamic modeling methods that use Petri-nets.
Conversion of DFTs to Generalized Stochastic Petri nets
Generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPN) are a performance analysis tool based on a graphical system representation typical of Petri nets, where some transitions are timed while others are immediate [13] and techniques to generate a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) from the GSPN and solve the CTMC are available and implemented in several software tools, such as GreatSPN [14] . Once the DFT is converted to the equivalent GSPN, the reliability can be obtained using the already available GSPN solver. From this concept, a conversion method of DFTs to GSPN was proposed [15] . The transformation rules for the fault tree events and the static and dynamic gates to the equivalent GSPN were introduced. Figure 6 shows the transformation of the dynamic gates.
However, since this approach also uses the Markov chain, it is hard to avoid the problem raised from the size of states.
To model dynamic performances of systems using Petri nets, a firing delay concept is used in association with transitions. Memory can be introduced to transitions using general distributions for firing delays. Several transitional memory policies were proposed to model the degradation of complex systems [16] , but they are insufficient to model the dynamic flexibility as memory is associated with statically positioned transitions. To overcome this shortcoming, memory was assigned to tokens (aging tokens) rather than to transitions [17] . [12] Aging tokens provide dependability modeling flexibility and compact representation of complicated dynamic interactions among multiple entities such as a repairable system with spares, load sharing systems, and systems with shared pools of spares. Figure 7 shows an example of a Petri net with aging tokens.
This method concentrates on descriptive power rather than quantitative analysis power. A tool for this method, named SPN@ was also developed [18] and a Monte Carlo simulation is used to provide quantitative results.
Dynamic Reliability Block Diagrams
The reliability block diagram (RBD) method is a graphical presentation of a system diagram connecting subsystems of components according to their function or reliability relationships. It is a user-friendly method and it is easy to obtain a model directly from the specifications. From this concept, a new dynamic modeling method, dynamic reliability block diagrams (DRBD), was proposed based on an extension of the extending the existing RBD formalism [19] [20] .
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, VOL.40 NO.5 AUGUST 2008 [17] In a DRBD model, each component is characterized by a variable state: active, failed, and standby. Reliability relations between components are expressed by a specific connection representing the logical condition applied by the driver component to the target component and the dependency is represented using a dash line with a circle in the target component termination that represents the connection between the related components. 24 different dependencies are characterized and summarized in [19] .
The main advantage of DRBD is the capability to model dependencies among subsystems or components concerning their reliability interactions. A quantitative analysis of DRBD can be conducted using the existing methods such as Markov chains and Monte Carlo Simulation.
Acceleration of Monte Carlo Simulation
Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) can be used to obtain the reliability from a DFT, but it is time-consuming due to intensive computations. Recently, a method that reduces the calculation time for MCS was proposed based on introduction of the Time-to-Failure tree (TTF-tree) [21] . In this method, both dynamic and static fault trees are converted into TTF-trees using a simple replacement operation, and each TTF-tree is interpreted as a digital circuit, which receives the TTFs of the components and computes the TTF of the whole system. By this procedure, the MCS does not have to repeat identical tasks and the execution time can be reduced.
ADDITION OF DYNAMIC NODES TO A RELIABILITY GRAPH WITH GENERAL GATES
Although the fault tree method is the most frequently used method, because it focuses on the causal relations of the failure between components, it cannot intuitively model a system. Consequently, as the system becomes more complex, the fault tree accordingly becomes far more complex. In order to model the system intuitively, a reliability graph with general gates (RGGG) method was proposed; it can make a one-to-one match from the actual structure of a system to the reliability graph of the system [22] . It is based on introduction of general gates to a conventional reliability graph. Therefore, it possesses intuitiveness, which is a characteristic of a conventional reliability graph and additional power of expression. However, the existing RGGG method is inadequate if the failure of the system is related to the sequence of component failures. Therefore, in this section we improve the existing RGGG method for the purpose of developing an intuitive method that can capture the dynamic behavior of a system failure.
Reliability Graph with General Gates
A reliability graph is an intuitive reliability analysis method that can model a system by using a one-to-one match graph. However, reliability graphs have not been widely used, because they have a low power of expression; they can only express the characteristics of an OR gate. To overcome the limited power of expression, RGGG was proposed with additional general gates (nodes) [22] . RGGG suffers no loss of intuitiveness and has the advantages of a conventional reliability graph. Figure 9 shows the general nodes (OR, AND, k-out-of-n, and a general purpose node).
Another characteristic of the RGGG is that it has perfect nodes and only the arcs have failure probabilities. As shown in Figure 10 , a node and an arc with failure probabilities Pnj and Paj, can be transformed to a perfect node and an arc with failure probability of Pnj Paj.
To calculate the system reliability through the RGGG, RGGG is converted into an equivalent Bayesian network by determining the probability tables of all the nodes. As an example Table 1 shows the probability table of an OR node. A detailed explanation of how to construct a probability table for each node can be found in [22] . In addition to expressing the OR, AND, and k-outof-n gates, we can express a gate with any characteristic by determining the corresponding probability table.
The intuitive power of the RGGG is confirmed when applied to a real system. As shown in Figure 11 , Kim and Seong [22] modeled a digital plant protection system for a nuclear power plant by using an RGGG and a fault tree. A trip case caused by low pressurizer pressure was analyzed. The failure scenario was modeled in only one page with the RGGG but in 64 pages with the fault tree.
Furthermore, the RGGG was utilized to readily analyze reliabilities of I&C systems, which consist of sensors and control/protection systems [23] .
Addition of Dynamic Nodes to the RGGG
The RGGG is a good intuitive method but it can only be applied to static systems. To enable the RGGG to model dynamic systems, we introduce additional nodes that can express dynamic processes. In this section, we propose novel dynamic nodes based on the dynamic gates of a dynamic fault tree. Figure 12 (a) shows a PAND node. Node E (nE) fails only if both signals from node 1 (n1) and node 2 (n2) are disconnected and the signal from n1 is disconnected before the signal from n2. A novel FDEP node is not required in the RGGG. The existing RGGG can illustrate the property of an FDEP gate by using only the OR nodes. As shown in Figure 13 , as soon as the signal to nA is disconnected, none of the signals from nA can reach the connected nodes n1, n2, and n3. This phenomenon is a property of an FDEP gate of a dynamic fault tree. Thus, no additional node is necessary.
PAND Node

Spare Node
Quantitative Analysis of Dynamic Nodes
To evaluate an RGGG, we convert the RGGG into an equivalent Bayesian network by determining the probability tables of all the nodes [22] . As novel dynamic nodes are proposed, we also introduce a method to make probability tables for those nodes. We use the discrete-time method to determine the probability tables [10, 24] . In this section, we first briefly describe the discrete-time method and then propose the rules for making the probability table of each node.
The Discrete-Time Method
We divide the line of the total process time (T) into n equal intervals. The time of one interval then becomes t. The output of each node is one of {I1, I2, …, In, I∞}. If the output of a certain node is Ik, the node fails in the kth interval; and if a node has output I∞, the node never fails during the total process time.
If Pij k denotes the probability that an arc (aij) from node i (ni) to node j (nj) fails in the kth interval, and if If the total process time and the discretization number (n) are decided, we can derive the probabilities (Pij k ) of all the arcs for all values of k (k = 1, 2, … , n, ∞) by using equation (1) before making the probability tables.
Rules of Making the Probability Tables for Dynamic Nodes
To obtain accurate reliability, we should increase the value of n; however, as n increases, the probability table of each node becomes more complex. The number of blanks that should be filled in for a probability table of a node with two inputs is (n+1) 3 . Figure 14 shows a probability table of a node with two inputs that should be filled in when n is 2. Without rules, the task of making the tables is difficult and prone to errors. We therefore propose a set of rules to establish the probability table of each dynamic node. First, let the outputs of n1, n2, n3, nE, nF, and nG be Ix, Iy, Iz, Ie, If, and Ig, respectively ( x, y, z, e, f, g 1, 2, …, n, ∞). Note also that the nodes are perfect nodes in the RGGG method.
PAND Node
We explain the rules for making the probability table of the PAND node shown in Figure 12(a) . In the table, each blank, which is defined by x, y, and e, can be filled on the basis of the following rules:
Pr{a1E fails before the eth interval} · (1 -Pr{a2E fails before the eth interval}). iii. If e ≤ x, e < y, Pr{a1E fails before the eth interval} · Pr{a2E fails at the eth interval}. iv. If e = y > x, 1 -Pr{a2E fails before the eth interval}. v. If x < e < y, Pr{a2E fails at the eth interval}. vi. If e = ∞,
-(sum of the other probabilities in the same row).
When we fill in the probability table by using rules 1 to 5, we exclude the case where the value of e is ∞. Furthermore, because the sum of the probabilities in each row should be 1, we apply rule 6.
Spare Node
We explain the rules for making the probability table of the WSP node shown in Figure 12(b) . Because the CSP and HSP nodes are types of WSP nodes (where the dormancy factor ( ) is 0 for CSP and 1 for HSP), we describe only the WSP node. In the table, each blank, which is defined by x, y, and f, can be filled on the basis of the following rules:
Pr{a1F fails at the fth interval} · Pr{a2F fails at or before the fth interval} + Pr{a1F fails before the fth interval} · P{a2F fails at the fth interval}. When we calculate the value of Pr{a2F fails at the fth interval} in rules 2, 3, and 5, we must distinguish the period of the spare status, a2F, from the period of the active status, a2F, because the failure rates of each status differ in terms of the dormancy factor. In the dynamic fault tree, the inputs of the spare gate are only basic events [2] . If the RGGG also allows a spare node to have only basic events, which means that n1 and n2 have no input, the probability table can be filled on the basis of rules 2 and 6, because x and y are both set as ∞. The task of filling in the table therefore becomes simple.
SEQ Node
We explain the rules for making the probability table of the SEQ node shown in Figure 12 (c). The SEQ node only allows basic events as inputs except n1, because if n2 and n3 have inputs, the SEQ node cannot constrain the failure order of the inputs. We therefore explain only one case in which y and z are ∞. Each blank under this case can be filled on the basis of the following rules: In rule 2, the bth interval does not mean the real bth interval in the total process time; rather, it means that a2G fails after b intervals from the interval in which a1G fails. For example, if g = 7 and a = 2, b = 3, and c = 2, then a1G fails at the 2nd interval, a2G fails at the 5th interval, and a3G fails at the 7th interval. This outcome is due to the properties of the SEQ node, where a2G cannot fail before a1G fails and a3G cannot fail before a2G fails. Table 2 shows the probability table for a PAND node; the table is based on the rules of the PAND node for n = 3. 
Development of a Software Tool
As we use a discrete-time concept, a large number of n is required to obtain an accurate result. However, this leads to complexity in making probability tables. Even though we have established rules for making probability tables, it is not easy to make the tables without help from a software tool. In this section, we briefly introduce a software tool that generates probability tables automatically. Figure 15 shows a screenshot of the developed tool. First, we select one node among three dynamic nodes and input all the variables. Then, an appropriate probability table is generated automatically as shown in the right side of Figure 15 . We found that the calculation results become more accurate as n increases.
To analyze a dynamic system, it is necessary to connect and calculate the probability tables of all the nodes in the model. Thus far, we have developed the tool only for the generation of the probability table of each node. We are currently developing a tool to connect the generated probability tables with an existing Bayesian software tool, such as Microsoft Belief Networks or BNet.
SUMMARY
There are many reliability analysis methods, such as fault trees, reliability graphs, reliability block diagrams, Markov chains, and Monte Carlo simulations. However, most of these methods analyze the static systems of the failure process rather than the sequence of component failures. Various techniques have been proposed to model dynamic systems on improvements of conventional modeling methods. In this paper, we briefly reviewed those methods. As it is difficult to select an optimal method that is suitable to every dynamic system, it is necessary to choose the technique that is most adequate for the target system.
In the present paper, we proposed an intuitive modeling method for dynamic systems. We upgraded the capability of the RGGG so that it can be used to model dynamic systems. First, we introduced novel dynamic nodes to the RGGG on the basis of the dynamic gates of a dynamic fault tree. Next, we developed a method to evaluate the new dynamic nodes. To evaluate the RGGG, we transformed it to an equivalent Bayesian network by determining a probability table for each node. Using a discrete-time method to obtain the probability tables of the dynamic nodes, we found that the tables become large and more difficult to establish. We consequently proposed a set of rules for making the probability tables of the dynamic nodes to reduce time and errors. Once the RGGG is converted to an equivalent Bayesian network, the system reliability can be easily obtained with various commercial or free software tools, such as Microsoft Belief Networks. A software tool for generation of probability tables was developed on the basis of the proposed rules and we are currently developing a tool to connect the generated probability tables with an existing Bayesian software tool.
